1.REMOVE

Gumchained Remedy

Aqua Merino

With everything your chain goes
through, with all that gets thrown
at it during a ride, you need a
specially formulated chain cleaner
to keep it at its best; the cleaner
it is, the more efficient your chain
will be. Suits direct or device
application.

The cycle care process starts with
a dirty bike, fresh from a long ride
or in your garage ready for a good clean.
First step: the removal of all that detritus
and grime, so that you can then work
on those surfaces beneath.

The fabrics we wear while riding
take as much of a battering as
the bikes themselves. This advanced
wash formula is designed for
effective hand or machine washing
of your merino garments, without
removing any of their protective
or advanced properties. It even
contains a light mint fragrance,
to repel moths from your
favourite merino wool.

Rotorissimo

Pineapple ExpresS

Epic Hide

Mud Honey

Bar tape, saddle, shoes…
all have the potential to get
muddy and grubby during the
course of a ride. Epic Hide will
clean and refresh these surfaces,
plus it’s great preparation for
our Leather Lacquer sealant
(which will make them easier
to clean in the future).

Fresh from the road or covered in
last week’s trail mud, this foaming
pH-neutral bucket wash will rid
dirt from all parts of your bike;
whether for a quick rinse down,
or in readiness of using a more
specific product.

Limon Velo

Like Pneu

Increased friction and the
feeling of a crisp gear change
utterly ruined by a chainset
covered in mud and grease?
Reach for the Limon Velo.
It’s a water based degreaser
designed to penetrate and
remove all that grime.

Once the dirt and grime is gone,
it’s time to improve the finish.
Not only will your bike look better,
but protection products can bond
better for superior performance.

Mayo Jaune

Soapy Kit Wash

Dirty brakes – no matter the style –
are inefficient and damaging to
rims and discs. Use this residue
free cleaner to remove all that
a ride throws at your brakes
to ensure perfect stopping
power next time you’re out.

Versatile, fast acting and
with a luscious tropical aroma,
we think that Pineapple Express
will soon become your ‘go to’
cleaner. Simply spray all over
your bike, allow to dwell for
a few minutes, agitate and
rinse off. It’s that easy...

2.IMPROVE

No matter how careful
we are, our bikes get marks
on the frame. Whether during
a ride, or transportation,
it’s frustratingly inevitable.
Mayo Jaune is designed
to remove those small,
light marks and leave
a polished, clean finish.

All the clothing we wear on a
ride goes through just as many
challenges as the bikes themselves.
This specially formulated wash is
designed to remove the dirt and
odour from all your cycle clothing,
without destroying the advanced
technical properties, leaving it clean
and fresh ready for the next ride.

Metallique

“We aim to provide the best,
most technically-proficient
cycle care products we can.
We use the highest quality
ingredients, formulated to bespoke
recipes. And we make them by hand,
in small batches, at our premises
in Elsenham, UK. We hope you
appreciate the difference.”

Over time the chrome
and metal on your bike
can become pitted, marked
and tarnished. This polish,
with a little hard work,
will bring back a perfect
original and gleaming shine.

Carboniferous

Tony and Dom
at

Your tyres can become faded,
dull and lacklustre over time
due to sun, tar, mud and
other contaminants they
pick up. Use Like Pneu to
revitalise the original colour
and remove the tar and
grease embedded within.

Use Carboniferous as a final
touch detailing spray on your
matt finish or naked carbon
fibre frames. It’s designed
to remove dust, light dirt
and finger prints but
leave no residue at all;
thus preserving the unique
matt finish.
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3.PROTECT

Crisp Frame

Science Friction

Once you have a perfectly
clean frame, you want to
keep it looking that way.
Our hybrid wax will
impart a durable, glossy
shine, whilst filling and
masking tiny imperfections.
Rain and mud will find
it difficult to stick to the
super smooth surface.
A great finish and easier
to clean next time;
what’s not to like?

You’ve removed the grime. You’ve improved
the look. Now it’s time to protect that finish
with our range of sealants, waxes
and lubricants.

Enduro

Leather Lacquer

You’ve cleaned, polished and dried
your way to a great looking bike.
Help keep it that way with our nano
spray sealant. It protects surfaces
and prolongs the finish, repelling
water and mud so that dirt can’t stick
on so easily during subsequent rides.

Having cleaned your bar tape, saddle
and shoes with our Epic Hide cleanser,
use this waterproof spray protectant
to seal and preserve the now glorious
finish. It makes it far easier to clean
next time, too.

Once you have cleaned the grime
from your chain using Gumchained
Remedy, it needs effective and
efficient lubrication to work
at its best. This ceramic based
chain lube will provide optimum
results with minimal sling.

GIFT BOXES
The Classics
gift box
7 x 100ml bottles,
containing all
the products
a discerning
cyclist needs
to clean their bike.

Shock Treatment
A key element of every ride is a well prepared bike.
Use Shock Treatment to ensure fork stanchions are
well greased in readiness of a day’s hard riding.
The high performance lithium-based recipe gives
enduring lubrication, resisting extreme loadings and
conditions with ease. Also perfect for use when servicing
any bike, to lubricate or prepare seals and bushings.

Special
Stages gift
box
7 x 100ml bottles,
containing the
more specialist
parts of our range;
for the bicycle detailer.

ACCESSORIES
Cell Foam

Madam Palm

If your chain is not heavily soiled, or perhaps you don’t quite
have time for the full deep clean of a specific device, then the
Cell Foam chain cleaning sponge will suit your needs perfectly.
Made from a specially designed cellulose pad, preventing
any rips or tears that you would see in a normal sponge
or cloth, Cell Foam will remove debris and grit from
within and around the chain.

A thin, thumbed wash mitt for reaching in and around the
frame (and other areas). Made from soft, absorbent microfibre
with an elasticated cuff. Once you’ve tried a microfibre mitt
you’ll throw out your old sponge... there’s more control,
more feel, more access to the difficult-to-reach parts,
and less chance of dropping it.

Chequered Rag
This 30x30cm cloth gets into all areas of your bike with
ease, without tearing or shedding fibres. You can apply
polishes with it, buff metal to a high shine and it even
mops up spillages and overspray.

Digit Mitt
Sprocket Rocket
An unloved, dirty, gritty chain makes for a frustrating
riding experience. Use our Sprocket Rocket chain
cleaning device for a deep, complete clean
without having to remove the chain from your bike.

We couldn’t find the perfect wax
applicator, so we decided to make one.
These hand-stitched foam ‘finger mitts’
are therefore made from the softest
110ppi foam - the densest foam you can
get, with no external seam to mar a soft
finish. The perfect way to apply Crisp
Frame hybrid wax to your bike.

Fur Rouge
Why not treat your bike to a proper detailing cloth? Our Fur
Rouge is made from deep-pile microfibre with an equally soft
microsuede edge to guard against inadvertent scratching.
Perfect for applying spray protectants, or for buffing
a product to an impressive shine.

Soak Star
Compact and highly-absorbent microfibre drying cloth,
sized perfectly for drying your bike. A great alternative
to terry cloths, ragged towels and crinkly chamois hides.
Helps prevent marks and scratches - any residual dirt
particles after washing are caught in the pile.
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